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Abstract. The paper presents revocation schemes in role-based access
control models. We are particularly interested in two key issues: how to
perform revocation and how to manage the revocation policy. We show
how to deal with these two aspects in the delegation model based on the
OrBAC formalism and its administration licence concept. This model
provides means to manage several delegation types, such as the dele-
gation or transfer of permissions and roles, multi-step delegation and
temporary delegation. We state formally in this paper how to man-
age the revocation of these delegation schemes. Our model supports
a wide spectrum of revocation dimensions such as propagation, domi-
nance, dependency, automatic/user revocation, transfer revocation and
role/permission revocation.

1 Introduction

In the field of access control, delegation is an important aspect and is managed
as a special case of an administration task. An administration policy defines
who is permitted to manage the security policy, i.e. who is permitted to create
new security rules, or update or revoke existing security rules. A delegation
policy defines who is permitted to manage existing security policies, i.e. who is
permitted to delegate or revoke existing roles and privileges (e.g. permissions or
obligations).

Many delegation schemes are defined in the literature, such as permanence, to-
tality, monotonicity, multiple delegation and multi-step delegation. A complete
access control model must provide a flexible administration model to manage
these delegation aspects securely. But, it is also important to manage the revo-
cation of such delegations. In [1] the authors propose a delegation model based
on the OrBAC formalism and its administration licence concept [2]. This model
provides means to deal with several delegation schemes thanks to the use of con-
textual and multi-granular licences. It supports the delegation and transfer of
licences and roles, user-to-user and user-to-role delegation, permanent and tem-
porary delegation, multiple delegation, simple and multi-step delegation, self-
acted and agent-acted delegation. Moreover, several delegation constraints are
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specified thanks to the taxonomy of contexts defined in OrBAC, namely prereq-
uisite, provisional, temporal, spatial.

We base our work on this delegation model and we focus on the revocation
mechanism. Our approach provides means to express various revocation dimen-
sions suggested in the literature [3,4] such as propagation, dominance, grant
dependency, automatic revocation. We focus our work on two aspects of revo-
cation. The first aspect is how to perform the revocation, i.e. automatically or
manually, and the effect of the revocation on other delegations (e.g. cascade re-
vocation). The second issue is how to manage the right of revocation, i.e. who
is permitted to revoke delegations.

We show that using the contextual licences our model is more flexible and
expressive. We deal with the different revocation schemes in a simple manner,
and unlike the other work on revocation management, we do not need to define
many kinds of revocation actions. Moreover, we can specify several revocation
constraints that were not supported previously. Existing models only support
constraints on the role membership of the grantor or the grantee, whereas, in
our model we may specify several conditions using prerequisite, temporal, spa-
tial, user-declared and provisional contexts and use them to specify contextual
licences.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we start with the system
description. We give the basic concept of the delegation model and we introduce
some definitions. In section 3 we present the revocation mechanism. This section
focuses on how revocation is performed and managed in our model. Then, section
4 presents related work and shows the advantages of our approach. Finally,
concluding remarks and future work are made in section 5.

2 System Description

In the model presented in [1] the administration and delegation privileges are
managed in a homogeneous unified framework using the OrBAC formalism [5].
This model provides means to specify the security policy at the organization
level that is independent of the implementation of this policy. Thus, instead of
modelling the policy by using the concrete concepts of subject, action and object,
the OrBAC model suggests reasoning with the roles that subjects, actions or
objects play in the organization. The role of a subject is simply called a role,
whereas the role of an action is called an activity and the role of an object is
called a view.

In OrBAC, there are eight basic sets of entities: Org (a set of organizations), S
(a set of subjects), A (a set of actions), O (a set of objects), R (a set of roles), A
(a set of activities), V (a set of views) and C (a set of contexts). In the following
we give the basic OrBAC built-in predicates:

– Empower is a predicate over domains Org x S x R. If org is an organization,
s a subject and r a role, then Empower(org, s, r) means that org empowers
subject s in role r.
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– Use is a predicate over domains Org x O x V . If org is an organization, o is
an object and v is a view, then Use(org, o, v) means that org uses object o
in view v.

– Consider is a predicate over domains Org x A x A. If org is an organization,
α is an action and a is an activity, then Consider(org, α, a) means that org
considers that action α implements activity a.

– Hold is a predicate over domains Org x S x A x O x C. If org is an organi-
zation, s a subject, α an action, o an object and c a context, Hold(org, s, α,
o, c) means that within organization org, context c holds between subject
s, action α and object o.

– Permission , Prohibition and Obligation are predicates over domains
Org x Rs x Aa x Vo x C, where Rs= R ∪ S, Aa = A ∪ A and Vo= V ∪ O. More
precisely, if org is an organization, g is a role or a subject, t is a view or
an object and p is an activity or an action, then Permission(org, g, p, t, c)
(resp. Prohibition(org, g, p, t, c) or Obligation(org, g, p, t, c)) means that
in organization org, grantee g is granted permission (resp. prohibition or
obligation) to perform privilege p on target t in context c.

The OrBAC model is associated with a self administrated model called AdOr-
BAC [2,6]. This model is based on an object-oriented approach, thus we do not
manipulate privileges directly (i.e. Permission, Prohibition and Obligation),
but we use objects having a specific semantics and belonging to specific views,
called administrative views. Each object has an identifier that uniquely identi-
fies the object and a set of attributes to describe the object. A view is used to
structure the policy specification.

The management of delegation is based on the AdOrBAC model. Delegation
is modelled just like the administration mechanism, using specific views called
delegation views [1]. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the policy applies
to a single organization and thus we omit the Org entity in the following.

Fig.1 is an outline of OrBAC views. The view Licence is used to specify
and manage users privileges: permissions, prohibitions and obligations. In the
following we only consider licences interpreted as permissions. Objects belonging
to this view have the following attributes: grantee: subject to which the licence
is granted, privilege: action permitted by the licence, target : object to which the
licence grants access and context : specific conditions that must be satisfied to
use the licence. The existence of a valid licence is interpreted as a permission by
the following rule:

Permission(Sub, Act, Obj, Context):-
Use(L, licence), Grantee(L,Sub), P rivilege(L,Act),
T arget(L,Obj), Context(L,Context).

The view Role assignment is used to manage the assignment of subject to
roles. Objects belonging to this view are associated with the following attributes:
assignee: subject to which the role is assigned and assignment : role assigned by
the role assignment. There is the following rule to interpret the objects of the
role assignment view:
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Fig. 1. OrBAC views

Empower(Subject, Role):-
Use(RA, role assignment),Assignee(RA,Subject), Assignment(RA,Role).

The views boldfaced in Fig. 1 are delegation views. Role delegation and
Role transfer are two sub-views of Role assignment defined to manage role
delegation and transfer. Licence delegation, Licence transfer and Grant
option are three sub-views of Licence defined to manage licence delegation and
transfer. Licence delegation concerns only Permission and Obligation. Thus, the
delegation of negative privileges in not supported, although the administration
model supports the granting of prohibitions. In fact, defining prohibitions is con-
sidered an administration task and it is not meaningful to delegate a prohibition.

Due to space limitation, we only consider in this paper Licence delegation
and Grant option views. Objects belonging to these have the same attributes
and semantics as objects belonging to the Licence view (i.e. an assignment of a
permission to a role or to a user). These objects also have an additional attribute
called grantor : subject who delegates the licence. This attribute is important to
revoke the delegation and to recover the grantor privileges when the transfer is
revoked.

Note that there is a distinction between the delegation of a right R and the
delegation of the right to delegate R, and for that purpose two delegation views
are used. Objects belonging to the view Licence delegation are interpreted as
a delegation of simple rights, and objects belonging to the Grant option view
are interpreted as a delegation of delegation rights. This means that the privilege
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and the target of these objects concern delegation activities and delegation views,
respectively.

Objects belonging to Grant option have another additional attribute called
step: the depth of the delegation chain. This attribute is used to control the
propagation of the right to delegate. When the step is greater than 1 the grantee
is allowed to propagate the delegation right (i.e. the right to delegate a licence
or a role) to another user. Thus, a new permission is derived to the grantee as
follows:

Permission(GR, delegate, grant option, C & valid redelegation(LG)):-
Use(LG, grant option), Grantee(LG, GR),
Context(LG, C), Step(LG, N), N > 1.

Note that, the context valid redelegation is used to control the scope of the
redelegation. Thus the grantee is allowed to delegate only the right (or a sub-
right of the right) he was received and with a lower step. So, we can be sure that
the redelegated right will never be higher than the original right delegated by
the first grantor. This context is defined as follows:

Hold(U, delegate,LG′, valid redelegation(LG)):-
Use(LG′, grant option), Sub Licence(LG′, LG),
Step(LG′, N ′), Step(LG, N), N ′ < N.

where the predicate Sub Licence is defined as follows:

Sub Licence(L, L′):-
Target(L,T ), T arget(L′, T ′), Sub Target(T,T ′),

P rivilege(L, P ), P rivilege(L′, P ′), Sub Privilege(P,P ′),
Context(L, C), Context(L′, C′), Sub Context(C,C′).

O is considered a Sub Target of O′ if they are two views and O is a Sub V iew
of O′, or if O is an object used in view O′, or if they are equal (see [7] for more
details about the OrBAC hierarchy):

Sub Target(O,O′):-
Sub V iew(O, O′); Use(O, O′); O = O′.

Predicates Sub Privilege and Sub Context are defined in a similar way.

2.1 Notation and Definitions

As we mentioned in the previous section, there is a distinction between the dele-
gation of simple rights and the delegation of delegation rights. For this purpose,
we denote L a simple delegated licence, i.e. objects belonging to the view Li-
cence delegation, and we denote LG a delegation licence, i.e. objects belonging
to the view Grant option.

Let OL be the set of simple licences, OLG the set of delegation licences and
OLd

= OL ∪ OLG the set of all delegated licences Ld.
We give now some definitions to deal with revocation in our model.
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Definition 1. Derivation relation.
We distinguish between two derivation relations according to whether the type

of derived licence is a simple or a delegation licence.

1. ∀Ld, Ld′ ∈ OLG, Ld is derived from Ld′, if:
- the grantor of the licence Ld is the grantee of the licence Ld′,
- the licence Ld is a sub-licence of Ld′,
- the delegation step of Ld is lower than the delegation step of Ld′.

2. ∀Ld ∈ OL, Ld′ ∈ OLG, Ld is derived from Ld′, if:
- the grantor of the licence Ld is the grantee of the licence Ld′,
- the licence Ld corresponds to the target definition of Ld′ (i.e. Use(Ld,

Target(Ld’))).

Definition 2. Delegation chain.

1. For each delegation licence LG ∈ OLG we can generate a delegation chain,
which we call DC(LG). A delegation chain is represented by a directed graph
(see Fig 2.a). The nodes contain licences Ld ∈ OLd, and we denote N(Ld)
the node containing licence Ld. There is an arc from node N(Ld1) to node
N(Ld2), if Ld2 is derived from Ld1. A node containing a simple licence
L ∈ OL is always a leaf of the graph.

2. A node is rooted if it contains a licence that cannot be derived from any other
licences. A delegation chain of a licence Ld is rooted if Ld is rooted.

3. When a node Ni is deleted (i.e. the licence contained in this node is revoked),
a special arc labelled with a * is used to connect nodes Ni−1 to Ni+1 (see
Fig2.b). In addition, we denote DC*(Ld) the delegation chain DC(Ld) that
includes labelled arcs.

Note that the delegation chain DC* is used to ensure that every delegated licence
has a path that links it to the licences from which it is indirectly derived, even
if some licences belonging to the delegation chain are removed. For instance, if
we consider the delegation chain given in Fig. 2.b, then DC(LG1)= {LG2, L3}
and DC*(LG1) ={LG2, L3, L5}.

Definition 3. Dependency.
A licence Ld depends exclusively on a user U if there is no rooted delegation

chain DC such that Ld ∈ DC and ∀Ld′ ∈ DC, Grantor(Ld′) �= U .
We assume that Dependent(Ld, U) is a predicate meaning that licence Ld

depends exclusively on user U .

Theorem 1. The delegation chains are computable in polynomial time.

Proof. The delegation chain is based on the OrBAC model and its self-admi-
nistration model. Policies associated with both of them can be expressed as
recursive rules corresponding to a stratified Datalog program; the delegation
chains are then obtained by computing a fixed point which is tractable in poly-
nomial time. ��
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Fig. 2. Delegation Chain

3 Revocation

We focus in this section on two aspects of delegated right revocation. The first
aspect is how to perform revocation. In our model revocation can be performed
automatically when the delegation context does not hold, or manually by an
authorized user. Following the classification defined in [4], user revocation can be
categorized into three main dimensions: propagation, dominance and resilience.
Propagation concerns the management of the revocation in the case of multi-
step delegation, dominance concerns the revocation impact on other delegations
associated with the same grantee, and resilience concerns the persistence of the
revocation in time, i.e. the revocation by removal of the permission (non-resilient)
or by adding a negative permission that has higher priority (resilient). In our
delegation model we do not consider resilient revocation. Indeed, we consider
that delegation concerns only positive permissions and granting prohibitions is
an administrative task only.

Obviously, to perform a revocation the user must have the permission to
revoke the delegation. This is the second issue of revocation: how to manage
the right of revocation. For this purpose, we consider the grant dependency
characteristic. Grant Dependent (GD) revocation means that the user can only
revoke his/her delegations. Grant Independent (GI) means that the delegation
can be revoked by any authorized user. For instance, a user empowered in a role
R can revoke any grantee empowered to this role by delegation.

3.1 User Revocation

As mentioned in the previous section, delegation is performed by adding objects
into delegation views. The existence of these objects is then interpreted as a
permission. The revocation of the delegation is performed by removing these
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objects from the delegation views. Each object is associated with a grantor at-
tribute that indicates the subject that is performing the delegation. By default,
each object can be removed by his/her grantor. This can be specified implic-
itly or explicitly in our model (see section 3.3). Thus, we can ensure that each
delegation can be revoked.

The effect of the licence revocation on the other delegations depends on the
revoker needs. He/she can choose, for instance, to revoke the whole delegation
chain (cascade revocation) or to revoke all other delegations associated with the
same grantee (strong revocation).

Propagation. In the case of multi-step delegation, the delegation of each dele-
gation licence (i.e. using the view Grant option) can generate a delegation chain.
Hence, the revoker can choose to revoke only the licence he/she has delegated
or also all licences derived from it.

Definition 4. Simple revocation.
This is the simplest revocation scheme. The revocation involves deleting the

licence from the delegation view and does not affect the other delegated licences.
We formally define the request to revoke a delegation as follows:

Request(U, revoke, L) then
forall Li ∈ Derived licences(L) and Lj ∈ Parent licences(L) do
Add a labeled arc from N(Lj) to N(Li),
Remove(L).

end

We assume that, Derived licences(L) is the set of all licences L′ such that there
is an arc (labelled or not labelled) from node N(L) to node N(L′) and Par-
ent licences(L) is the set of licences L′′ such that there is an arc (labelled or not
labelled) from node N(L′′) to node N(L).

Definition 5. Cascade revocation.
This involves the revocation of all the licences belonging to the delegation

chain. But, this revocation should not affect the licences belonging to the delega-
tion chain (DC) of other licences. The reason is that if the grantor of a licence
L has received the permission to delegate this licence from two or more different
delegation licences, then if one of these delegations is revoked, the grantor still
has the right to delegate L (an illustrative example is given below). In our model,
cascade revocation is defined as follows:

Request(U, Cascade revoke, L) then
Request(U, revoke, L),
forall Li ∈ Derived licences(L) do

if Li /∈ DC(L′), L′ ∈ OLG then
Request(U, Cascade revoke, Li).

end
end

Example 1. We consider the example shown in Fig.3, and we assume that LG1
is revoked with the cascade option. On the first pass, licence LG1 is removed. On
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the second pass, LG2 and LG3 are revoked and a labelled arc is added to connect
node LG0 to LG4. Note that LG3 is revoked because it belongs to DC*(LG0)
and not to DC(LG0). Finally, the cascade revocation process is stopped because
LG4 belongs to DC(LG5).

LG1

LG3

LG4

L6

LG5

b. The Cascade revocation of LG1

LG0

*

a. The delegation chain of LG1

*

LG2

LG1

LG3

LG4

L6

LG5

LG0

*

LG2

Fig. 3. Cascade revocation

Dominance. The revocation described so far is a weak revocation. This means
that the revocation of a licence L will only affect this licence (in the case of
simple revocation) or the licences belonging to its delegation chain (in the case
of cascade revocation). However, a strong revocation will affect the other licences
associated with the same grantee.

Definition 6. Strong revocation.
The strong revocation of licence L means that all the licences equal to L (or

are a sub-licences of L) that depend on the revoker and associated with the same
grantee must be revoked. This is defined as follows:

Request(U, Strong revoke, L) then
Request(U, revoke, L),
forall Ldi ∈ OLd do

if Grantee(Ldi) = Grantee(L) and Sub licence(Ldi,L) and
Dependent(Ldi,U) then

Request(U, revoke, Ldi).
end

end

As mentioned in Definition 3, Dependent(Ld, U) is a predicate meaning that
licence Ld depends exclusively on user U .
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Definition 7. Strong-Cascade revocation.
We consider the strong-cascade revocation of a licence L as a strong revocation

of all licences belonging to the delegation chain of L. This is defined as follows:

Request(U, Strong Cascade revoke, L) then
Request(U, Strong revoke, L)
forall Li ∈ derived licences(L) do

if Li /∈ DC(L’), L′ ∈ OLG then
Request(U, Strong Cascade revoke, Li)

end
end

Example 2. We consider the example shown in Fig.4, where we represent in each
node the delegated licence, the grantor and the grantee of this licence. We assume
that licence LG5 is a sub-licence of LG3 and LG7 is a sub-licence of LG4.

LG1
(A,B)

LG1
(A,B)

LG3
(B,C)

LG4
(C,D)

L6
(D,E)

LG5
(A,C)

LG0
(X,Y)

*
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(B,C)

LG4
(C,D)

L6
(D,E)

LG5
(A,C)

LG0
(X,Y)

LG7
(G,D)

LG7
(G,D)

*

Fig. 4. Strong-Cascade Revocation

If A the grantor of licence LG1 revokes this licence with the strong-cascade
option, then the whole delegation chain of LG1 will be revoked with the strong
cascade option as well. On the first pass, licence LG1 is revoked by A. On the
second pass licence LG3 is revoked and also licence LG5 since it is a sub licence
of LG3 and it depends on A. On the third pass, LG4 is revoked but not LG7
because it is independent of A. L6 is not revoked because it belongs to DC(LG7).

Theorem 2. The revocation requests are computable in polynomial time.

Proof. A request to revoke a licence requires a recursive search in the delegation
chain of this licence, therefore using theorem 1, it is computable in polynomial
time. ��

Other revocation schemes. The revocation discussed in this section only
concerns delegated licences, however the delegation model supports both role
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and licence delegation. Role revocation is omitted for the sake of simplicity, but
we can deal with this aspect similarly as described above. We have simply to
consider the set of delegated roles, OR (the set of objects belonging to the view
Role delegation) and we replace the set OL (the set of delegated licences) by
OD = OL ∪ OR (the set of delegations). The remainder is unchanged, except for
strong revocation where sub licence is replaced by sub role in the case of role
revocation.

Additionally, the delegation model supports role and licence transfer. But
there is no need to use specific functions to deal with the transfer revocation.
In fact, the grantor automatically recovers his/her rights when the transfer is
revoked (see [1] for more details). As we have mentioned earlier, when the licence
is removed the permission delegated to the grantee is no longer derived, but in
the case of transfer, the prohibition associated with the grantor is no longer
derived either.

3.2 Automatic Licence Revocation

In our model, the licence revocation can also be performed automatically using
the notion of context. In fact and contrary to other existing models (see section
4), Licences are associated with an attribute called Context used to specify con-
ditions (see [8] for more details). Concrete permissions are derived from Licences
only if the context is active. Hence, the delegation is revoked automatically if
the context does not hold. Note that in this case the licence is not removed as
in user revocation, but the permission is not derived.

For instance, we consider the case when the user U1 delegates licence L to
user U2 with the following attributes: Grantor: u1, Grantee: u2, Privilege: read,
Target: file1, Context: weekend. This means that the following permission is
derived for user U2: Permission(u2, read, file1, weekend).

This permission is derived only if the context weekend holds, thus the user
U2 is allowed to read the file file1 only during the weekend. We can say that
the delegation is revoked automatically during the other days of the week.

Note that in the case of multi-step delegation, when a delegation licence LG is
revoked automatically (i.e. the delegation context of LG does not hold), then all
the delegation licences derived from it are revoked automatically as well (i.e. the
delegation context of these licences does not hold as well). This is due to the fact
that when we derive a licence LG′ from LG, then LG′ must be a sub-licence of
LG. Therefore, the delegation context of LG′ must be equal to or a sub-context
of the delegation context of LG.

Moreover, in the case of licence transfer, the grantor revocation is done auto-
matically using contextual prohibition. In fact, when a transfer is performed, a
prohibition associated with the highest priority level is automatically assigned
to the grantor while the delegation is active (see [1]). Therefore, the grantor will
lose the permission he/she has delegated. The context of the prohibition and
of the delegated permission are the same. So, when the delegation context does
not hold, the prohibition is no longer derived and the grantor will automatically
retrieve his/her permission.
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3.3 Managing Revocation

A revocation policy defines who is permitted to revoke delegations (roles or
licences). In the literature some models [9,10,11,12] consider that the right to re-
voke his/her delegations is implicitly defined, i.e. the grantor of the right R is au-
tomatically allowed to revoke it. Other models [13,14,15] use specific functions to
manage the revocation policy, such as can revoke, can revokeDG, can revokeGI,
can u2u revokeGD. This approach is more general since it dissociates the right
to revoke from the right to delegate a privilege. Therefore, it supports more
revocation schemes such as Grant Independent.

In our model, we follow the second approach, but we do not use specific func-
tions to define the right to revoke. In fact, we manage delegation and revocation
by the assignment of subjects (users or roles) to permissions just like in the
AdOrBAC model. These permissions apply to the activities delegate and revoke,
and are associated with a delegation target (the delegation views). So, they allow
users to add and remove objects from the delegation views.

Note that using the derivation rules, we can implicitly specify that grantors
who are permitted to delegate a right are also permitted to revoke this right.
But in addition, we can specify explicitly who is permitted to revoke delegations
and, thanks to the use of contexts, we can specify different conditions to restrict
the revocation rights. In the following we give some context examples dealing
with Grant Dependent and Independent revocation.

Example 3. Grant Dependent revocation.
In the case of Grant Dependent revocation only the grantor is allowed to

revoke the delegated licence. To deal with this aspect we define the prerequisite
contexts gdL as follows1:

Hold(U, revoke,L, gdL):-
Use(L, licence delegation);Use(L, grant option), Grantor(L, U).

Using this context, the administrator can specify that all users are authorized
to revoke their delegated licences. This is defined by the following:

Permission(default Role, revoke, licence delegation, gdL).

P ermission(default Role, revoke, grant option, gdL).

where default Role is a role to which all authorized users are empowered.
We can also consider the case of role revocation as follows:

Hold(U, revoke,RD, gdR):-
Use(RD, role delegation),Grantor(RD,U).

Similarly, the administrator can specify that all users are authorized to revoke
their delegated roles as follows:

Permission(default role, revoke, role delegation, gdR).

Example 4. Grant Independent revocation.
1 The operator ’;’ corresponds to a disjunction.
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We can specify many contexts to deal with this aspect according to the ad-
ministrator’s needs. Contexts provide our model with high flexibility and expres-
siveness.

For instance, we may consider that a user can revoke a licence (respectively a
role) if this licence (or this role) is derived from this user but depends exclusively
on him/her. Hence, he/she cannot revoke a licence that also depends on other
users. We define for this purpose the contexts Ancestor Dependent adL and adR

to revoke a licence and a role, respectively:

Hold(U, revoke,L, adL):-
Use(L, licence delegation);Use(L, grant option), Dependent(L, U).

Hold(U, revoke,RD, adR):-
Use(RD, role delegation),Dependent(RD,U).

We can also define the context Role Dependent (rd) to say that any user
empowered in role R can revoke this role:

Hold(U, revoke,RD, rd):-
Use(RD, role delegation),Assignment(RD,R), Empower(U,R).

Note that to manage the revocation policy, the administrator only specifies
who is permitted to perform a simple revocation. We assume that the right
to perform the other revocation schemes, namely cascade, strong and strong-
cascade revocation, is automatically derived from the simple revocation. For
instance, the request (U, cascade-revoke, L) is considered as a set of simple
requests to revoke the licences that belong to the delegation chain of L. Hence,
if the user is allowed to revoke these licences then he is allowed to revoke L
with the cascade option. A straightforward refinement of our model involves
specifying that the revocation request is atomic or not, i.e. if the user is not
allowed to revoke all the related licences, then we have to specify if the request
to revoke with the cascade, strong or strong-cascade option, can be partially
accepted or must be totally rejected.

Moreover, using the contextual licences, we can specify complex security rules
to manage revocation. Indeed, we can define several conditions using the taxon-
omy of contexts (e.g. temporal, prerequisite, provisional [8]). These conditions
may concern the grantor or the grantee attributes, previous actions, the dele-
gated right (i.e. the role, the target, the privilege), the time, circumstances (e.g.
urgency). For instance, we can specify that a given user U1 is allowed to revoke
the role R transferred by the grantor U3 to the grantee U2, only if U3 is not on
vacation. We can also define that U1 can revoke U2 if this user has performed a
given action A in a given object O. We may also specify that U1 is authorized
to revoke U2, if U2 is the assistant of U1, or is associated with the same depart-
ment as U1. These kind of conditions are not supported by the existing models
since they only specify constraints on the role membership of the grantor or the
grantee.
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4 Related Work

In [4] authors classify the revocation into three dimensions: resilience, propaga-
tion and dominance. These dimensions are combined to provide eight different
revocation schemes. This paper proposes to study permission revocation in a
generic access control framework with a grant for both positive and negative
permissions, where negative permissions dominate positive ones. The concept of
inactive permissions is used to deal with resilient revocation, namely, positive
permissions are inactivate when a negative permission is granted.

[9] addresses the revocation of certificates. The proposed framework sup-
ports revocation schemes such as propagation, dominance and grant dependency.
Strong revocation means that the user is permitted to revoke any certificate that
belongs to the delegation chain of a certificate issued by him/her. This corre-
sponds to ancestor-dependent revocation in our paper.

Work [3,10,11,12,13,14,15] deals with revocation in role-based access control
models. RBDM0 [3] is the first delegation model of Barka and Sandhu. It ad-
dresses role revocation and supports automatic revocation using a time out, and
grant independent revocation (which corresponds to role-dependent revocation
in our paper). RBDM1 [13] is an extension of this model, which supports cascade
revocation, strong revocation, grant-dependent and role-dependent revocation.
The strong revocation of a role is considered as a revocation of both explicit
and implicit memberships (i.e. all roles junior to that role are revoked), this is
a specific case of strong revocation presented in our paper. Role-role revocation
is defined using the relation: Can-Revoke ⊆ R x R. Can-Revoke(x, y) ∈ Can-
Revoke means that the user empowered in role x can revoke the membership of
the delegate member y in role x. RDM2000 [15] is based on RBDM0. It sup-
ports cascade and strong revocation (strong option has the same definition as in
RBDM0). Revocation is managed using the following relations: Can-RevokeGD
⊆ R to manage the grant-dependent revocation and Can-RevokeGI ⊆ R to
manage the role-dependent one.

The two models [11,12] address the revocation of permissions in workflow sys-
tems. The first model supports automatic revocation using the notion of case
(an instance of a workflow process) and grant-dependent revocation (the right
to revoke his/her own delegations is implicitly defined). It also supports cas-
cade revocation and uses a delegation graph similar to our model, namely nodes
represent accepted delegations. The second model deals with automatic revoca-
tion using lifetime, cascade revocation and dependency. Users are automatically
allowed to revoke their own delegations, and the grant-independent option is
considered as revocation by the security administrator.

Compared to these works, our model is more expressive since it supports
various revocation schemes such as automatic/manual, simple/cascade, weak
/strong, grant dependent/independent (e.g. role dependent, ancestor depen-
dent). Only resilient revocation is not considered because we assume that grant-
ing negative permissions is an administration task only. These different schemes
apply to the revocation of delegation/transfer of roles/permissions. Moreover,
thanks to the use of contexts, our model is more flexible and simpler to manage.
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Namely, there are no specific permissions or actions for each revocation task
like in related work. Hence, we have simply to define contexts to specify the
different revocation schemes. On the other hand, using contextual permissions,
we can specify several constraints to manage revocation that are not supported
by other work. Indeed, they only support constraints on the role membership of
the grantor or the grantee, whereas in our model we can specify several kinds
of conditions concerning grantor/grantee attributes, previous actions, delegated
rights, the time.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have proposed to deal with revocation in role-based access
control models. Our work is based on the delegation model presented in [1]. This
model is flexible and various delegation schemes are defined.

Our revocation study has focused on two issues: how to perform revocation
and how to manage the revocation policy. Revocation can be performed auto-
matically when the delegation context does not hold, or manually by an au-
thorized user. The effect of revocation on other delegations varies according to
the revoker’s needs. The revocation can be with a cascade so all the delegation
chains are revoked, or with a strong option so all the delegations assigned to the
grantee are revoked. We can also combine these two features to revoke with a
strong-cascade option.

To manage the revocation policy, we have to specify who is permitted to delete
objects from the delegation views. Thanks to the use of contexts we can specify
various conditions to restrict the revocation rights. We have given some context
examples to specify that all grantors are permitted to revoke their delegations,
or all users empowered in a role R are permitted to revoke R, or finally, all users
are permitted to revoke licences (or roles) that belong to their delegation chain.

Although many revocation schemes are supported, such as propagation, dom-
inance, automatic revocation, grant dependency, transfer revocation, we have
dealt with these different revocations in a simple manner and there is no need to
deal with each level separately. Thanks to the facilities provided by the OrBAC
model (i.e. contextual licences, the use of views), we do not use specific functions
to manage revocation like in other related work. Therefore, it is easier to extend
our study to deal with other revocation schemes and constraints, since we have
simply to define new contexts.

In this paper we have focused on the delegation and revocation of licences
that are interpreted as permissions. Future work will be to enrich our model to
study the delegation and revocation of obligations.
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